
  

 
 

 

 

Report on Case No UU 0045 

The complaint 

 

1. The complainant lodged his complaint with the Ombudsman’s Office on 16th December 

2020.  For the avoidance of doubt and for the purposes of Art. 14(2) of the Ombudsman Act 

(Cap. 385), the dies a quo is the 24th June 2020, date of the letter sent by the Rector of the 

University of Malta informing the complainant that the extension of his appointment beyond 

the statutory retirement age had not been accorded and also informing him at the same time 

that his pending application for promotion to full professor could not be proceeded with. 

 

2. Complainant is an academic domiciled in Canada.  Pursuant to a call for applications 

for a full time tenured post in journalism, the complainant was, on 16th November 2015, offered 

the post of Resident Academic Associate Professor in Journalism in the Department of Media 

and Communications within the Faculty of Media and Knowledge Sciences.  The complainant 

was by this time aged almost 62. 

 

3. In March 2018 the complainant applied for promotion from Associate to Full Professor, 

the grade he had held at his previous university in Canada prior to his resignation therefrom to 

take up the post in Malta. 

 

4. After four years of service, the complainant applied for a six month sabbatical – from 

1st August 2020 to 31st January 2021.  This was approved by the University Council at its 

meeting of 8th November 2019 and duly  

 

communicated to the complainant by letter, under the hand of the Rector, of       11th November 

2019. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 
 

5. As the complainant was due to reach the statutory retirement date on 30th September 

20201, he duly applied for an extension to his appointment.  By letter dated 24th June 2020 he 

was informed that his request for an extension beyond the statutory age limit had not been 

acceded to and – as already indicated in para. 1, above – he was also informed that his 

application for promotion to Full Professor (pending since March 2018) could not be processed 

further. 

 

6. In his letter to this Office of 1st November 2020, the complainant, after characterising 

his complaint in general terms – “… my treatment by the University of Malta … has been 

unfair, arbitrary and contrary to the principles of natural justice …” – proceeds to sum up neatly 

the essence of his complaint as follows: 

 

“My complaint that the University has treated me unfairly thus includes two components: 

• My sabbatical was awarded unconditionally. I earned it with three years of service. 

It cannot in fairness be withdrawn on the eve of its commencement. 

• My application for promotion should have been decided well before July [2020].  It 

was pending for 27 months.” 

 

7. For purposes of clarity the Commissioner will take the “two complaints” in the order 

proposed by the complainant himself. 

 

Investigation and findings 

 

8. It should be premised at the outset that it is not the Commissioner’s function to 

substitute his/her assessment for that of a properly constituted body in matters of selection, 

appointment, promotion, the grant of sabbaticals et similia, but only to ensure that the process 

adopted was not tainted by maladministration or was not otherwise contrary to law, 

unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or improperly discriminatory. 

 

9. The first component: the non-extension of the appointment and the sabbatical 

issue.  Crucial in the determination of this leg of the complaint is the fact that the complainant 

 
1 Calculated as the end of the academic year during which the academic in question reaches the relevant age – in 

the case of the complainant, the relevant age was reached in December of 2019. 



  

 
 

joined the University of Malta as a resident academic when he was already in his early sixties.  

In accepting to move from Canada to Malta when he did, the complainant knew or should have 

known that he was taking a calculated risk. The call for applications had clearly stated that “… 

the appointment will be on an indefinite basis, subject to a one-year probationary period, up to 

statutory retirement age”.  This condition – the statutory retirement age – was repeated in the 

second paragraph of the Rector’s letter of 20th October 2016 informing the complainant of his 

appointment (backdated to 3rd October 2016). 

 

10. At about the same time that the complainant applied for an extension beyond the 

statutory retirement age, he also applied for a six-month sabbatical. Although paragraph 41 of 

the Collective Agreement then applicable (the 2014-2018 one2) refers to sabbatical leave of 

one year being granted after every six years of continuous service, Regulation 2 of the Manual 

of Conduct and Procedures provides that a Resident Academic member of staff may opt to take 

six months’ sabbatical leave with full pay after three years of continuous service. The Manual 

adds that “this leave [of six months] should be taken such that only one semester of teaching 

at the University would be interrupted”.  The Collective Agreement abovementioned also 

provides that “whenever possible, sabbatical leave should be requested to cause (sic!) the least 

disruption to teaching”.  Finally, the Manual provides that “the University shall bind the 

beneficiary of sabbatical leave to continue serving the institution for at least one year from the 

end of the sabbatical”. 

 

11. The above is being underscored in view of complainant’s contention that once that his 

period of six months’ sabbatical had been granted (according to him “unconditionally”) it could 

not be withdrawn or terminated by the mere fact that his term of appointment beyond the 

statutory retiring age had not been extended. Indeed, when the Director of Human Resources 

wrote to complainant on 24th April 2020 adverting to this possibility – that is to the possibility 

of his not being able to avail himself of sabbatical leave should the extension of the appointment 

not be accorded – complainant wrote back on 4th May 2020 protesting about this possibility 

and suggesting “out of fairness [that his] contract should be extended at least through the period 

of [his] promised leave”. 

 

 
2 The “new” Collective Agreement for 2019-2023 was only signed on 19th February 2020. 



  

 
 

12. From a careful examination of all the provisions governing the granting of sabbatical 

leave, it is clear that such leave necessarily implies that it can only be availed of (apart from 

other conditions laid down in the aforementioned Manual) if the academic in question is still 

on the payroll of the University and is to remain so for at least a year after the termination of 

the sabbatical leave. One cannot speak of full pay much less of leave on full pay if one is no 

longer employed by the institution. There is therefore nothing unreasonable, unfair or 

improperly discriminatory in the fact that complainant could not avail himself of the sabbatical 

leave because his appointment was not extended. 

 

13. The above conclusion, however, begs another question: was the decision not to extend 

the complainant’s appointment beyond the statutory retirement age in any way tainted by some 

irregularity as envisaged in Article 22(1) of the Ombudsman Act? 

 

14. From the inquires conducted by this Office it transpires that the complainant was a 

highly respected member of the Faculty in question, with an impressive academic track record, 

who brought to the said Faculty a wealth of experience.  However there was also general 

agreement within the Faculty, and particularly within the Department in which he worked, that 

there were issues with his “style” of teaching which, as became apparent over time, did not 

completely fit with or into the style preferred by the Department. The Department, for instance, 

would have preferred if the complainant had dedicated more time to his students and slightly 

less time to his research portfolio, notwithstanding the evident importance of the latter for any 

academic worth his salt.  When, according to procedures, the views of the Head of Department 

and of the Dean of the Faculty were sought in connection with the application for extension, 

another issue – not insignificant in the Commissioner’s view – kicked in, namely the wish of 

the Department to recruit younger members of staff and to slowly shed its older members.  For 

all these reasons, the Committee which considers requests for the extension of appointments 

decided, on 26th May 2020, to recommend to the Council not to extend the complainant’s 

appointment.  The Council accepted this recommendation at its meeting of 18th June 2020.  It 

should also be recalled that the first half of 2020 was marred and heavily impacted by the 

Covid-19 pandemic and the first lockdown procedures, with a number of meetings both of the 

aforementioned Committee and of the Council having to be postponed and re-scheduled.  

 

15. Was the complainant in any way led up the garden path into believing that the extension 

of his appointment was just a mere formality and that he would undoubtedly get the extension 



  

 
 

(and therefore also the sabbatical)?  From the enquiries conducted, it does not appear that this 

was the case.  There may, it is true, have been some reluctance on the part of the Department 

to raise, or press, certain issues about “incompatibility” with the complainant in the latter half 

of 2019, but this was done in order to ‘keep the peace’ within the Department and to ensure 

that until the complainant left for Canada in the first half of 2020 things kept working smoothly 

within the said Department.  In no way can this very cautious approach be categorised as some 

form of maladministration. 

 

16. It is therefore the considered view of the Commissioner that as far as this first 

component of the complaint is concerned, everything was done rite et recte. This part of the 

complaint is therefore being dismissed. 

 

17. The second component: the time the application for promotion was pending.  The 

same cannot be said of the second component of the complaint. On 29th March 2018 – and 

therefore well before reaching the statutory retirement age and the statutory retirement date in 

December 2019 and September 2020 respectively – applied for promotion to full professor.  

This application was never ruled upon by the appropriate University bodies by the simple but 

dubious expedient that it was decided, on 18th June 2020, not to extend his appointment beyond 

the statutory retirement age and at the same time to stop processing his application for 

promotion.  Apart from the fact that ceasing to consider the application flies in the face of 

provisions in the Collective Agreements of both 2014-2018 and that of 2019-2023 – both of 

which envisage the backdating of promotions – the very fact that an application for promotion 

hovers in limbo for 27 months is indicative of a very serious malaise in the handling of these 

applications.  It is true that, strictly speaking, there is no statutorily imposed maximum time 

limit within which such an application must be determined; however both Collective 

agreements abovementioned indicate 18 months as the appropriate duration of the promotion 

process from the date of application to the date of communication of the final decision thereon.  

Holding an academic as it were to ransom beyond 18 months is a measure of the ineptitude 

shown over the years by the University in handling some of these promotion applications.  Such 

delays, whatever the final outcome, are not only detrimental to the applicant in question – a 

period which, as in the case of the complainant, is oppressive verging on the degrading 

considering the approach of his retirement – but also to the image of the University, both locally 

and abroad. 

 



  

 
 

18. In its letter of 26th April 2021 to this Office, the University attempts to justify the delay 

by arguing that in the case of promotions to certain grades (like in the case of the complainant) 

it requires two independent peer assessments which the Association of Commonwealth 

Universities (ACU) has been tasked with providing to it.  Shifting the blame onto the 

‘contractor’, however, does not absolve the University in this respect.  In fact from a reply to 

Parliamentary Question no. 17865 given by the Minister responsible for Education on 11th 

January of this year, it transpires that the problem of excessive delays in the promotion process 

involving the grades of associate professor and professor dates back at least to 2013, with some 

applications having been pending even three or four years.  The University has not shown to 

this Office, either with respect to complainant’s application specifically or with regards to 

applications in general, that is has taken robust and consistent steps to shorten the delays where 

the ACU is involved.  More critically, the University, having chosen the ACU to provide 

certain services, cannot now wash its hands of responsibility – the principle of culpa in eligendo 

kicks in. 

 

19.  The complainant, therefore, had both a legitimate expectation to have his application 

determined within 18 months of his applying for promotion and, in any case, there was no 

justification for not continuing to process the application after the 18th June 2020 in light of the 

fact that he remained on the University’s books up till 30th September 2020 and in light of the 

retroactive application of promotion.  In considering the equitable remedy proposed below, the 

Commissioner is keeping in view the fact that the only independent peer review (dated 24th 

November 2019, but received by the University only on 12th December 2019), out of the two 

required to be provided by the ACU, is to be regarded as a positive review. 

 

Conclusion 

 

20. For the above reasons: 

 

• the Commissioner upholds the complaint in so far as it refers to the length of time that 

the complainant’s application to promotion to full professor was pending and to the fact that it 

was not processed further beyond June 2020, but dismisses the complaint as for the remainder, 

that is with regard to the extension of the appointment beyond retirement age and the 

cancellation of the sabbatical; 

 



  

 
 

• recommends that the University pay to the complainant on an equitable basis and to 

remedy for the injustice to which the complainant was subjected the difference in salary 

between associate professor and full professor from the  29th September 2019 (the date upon 

which – after 18 months – the application was legitimately expected to be decided) to the 30th 

September 2020; and 

 

• further recommends that the University or, in default, the Ministry of Education through 

appropriate legislation, should undertake to ensure that similar applications are, other than in 

special and extraordinary circumstances to be narrowly and clearly defined, always decided 

not later than 18 months from the date on which the application for promotion is submitted. 

 

A copy of this Final Opinion is being communicated also to the Minister responsible for 

Education. 

 

 

 

 

Vincent A De Gaetano             3 May 2021 

Commissioner for Education  

 


